For metal rolling, the quality of final rolled productions (for instance, metal sheets and metal foils) is affected by steel roll's cylindricity. In roll grinding process, grinding parameters, which typically involve multiple substages, determine the steel roll's quality and the grinding efficiency. In this article, a modified particle swarm optimization was presented to dispose of roll grinding multi-objective optimization. The minimization of steel roll's cylindrical error and maximization of grinding efficiency were optimization objectives. To build the correlation between grinding parameters and cylindrical error, the response surface model of cylindrical error was regressed from the operation data of machine tool. The improved particle swarm optimization was employed to the roll grinding parameter optimization, and the optimal compromise solutions between grinding efficiency and cylindrical error were obtained. Based on the optimal compromise solutions, engineers or computer were capable to determine the corresponding most efficient roll grinding parameters according to the requirement of the final cylindrical error specification. To validate the efficacy of the improved particle swarm optimization, the validation experiment was carried out on the practical roll grinding operation. The error between the calculated optimized cylindrical error and experimental cylindrical error is less than 7.73%.
Introduction
In the process of rolling metal products, steel roll is a key component. 1, 2 Cylindrical error is a significant specification of steel roll, and the unqualified cylindrical error of steel roll can cause the unqualified flatness error of the rolled metal sheets and even the fracture of rolled aluminum foil. The wear of steel roll during operation can cause the degeneration of the cylindricity. Grinding has to be carried out to restore the steel roll's quality while removing the worn layer. 3 Grinding parameters directly affect the steel roll's cylindrical error and grinding efficiency. The grind process usually includes several stages, for example, rough, semi-finish, and finish grinding. All stages' parameters need to be planed appropriately to achieve cylindrical error criteria under maximum grinding efficiency.
Current roll grinding parameters planning method mainly depends on the knowledge of experienced engineer or machining handbooks. That usually needs long time "trial-and-error." Moreover, current method is incapable to plan multiple grinding parameters in each grinding stage appropriately while multi-objective (e.g. grinding quality and efficiency) needs to be considered. 4, 5 Consequently, the parameters planned by means of the conventional method can hardly achieve optimal grinding quality and efficiency simultaneously. The quality criteria are achieved generally at the cost of time. To change this situation, machining parameters planning method based on inputand-output model and intelligent optimization algorithm are introduced by researchers. 6, 7 The input-and-output model associates machining parameters with qualities. The input-and-output model generally built via practical measurement. The noises (e.g. Gaussian noise and non-Gaussian noise) occur during the measurement need to be considered to decrease the error. Outstanding contributions have been made by the previous researchers. 8, 9 To solve the optimization problem of multi-objective, high nonlinearity and multidimensional discrete variables, intelligent optimization algorithms are good candidates. 10, 11 Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is an intelligent optimization algorithm and widely employed to solve the problem of multidimensional global optimization for nonlinear complex engineering systems. 12 The advantages of PSO are its less control parameters, easy to implement, high computational efficiency as well as robustness. 13, 14 In order to apply PSO algorithm in optimizing the grinding parameters, enhanced modification is needed. The improved PSO is required to possess the superior characteristics in terms of search ability and efficiency. Meanwhile, the modified algorithm is required to embed the model which is capable to practically express the correlation between grinding parameters and cylindrical error. In addition, the improved PSO is required to be capable to dispose of multi-objective as well as multidimensional discrete variables.
This research presented an improved algorithm to optimize roll grinding parameters. The application of intelligent optimization algorithms in manufacturing domain was summarized and the basic PSO was introduced. Then the improved PSO was developed as optimizer. Cylindrical error model was built and utilized as an objective function. The minimization of steel roll's cylindrical error and maximization of grinding efficiency were optimization objectives. With developed modified PSO, optimal compromise solutions between grinding efficiency and cylindrical error were achieved. Based on the optimal compromise solutions, engineers or computer were capable to determine the corresponding most efficient roll grinding parameters according to the requirement of final cylindrical error specification. To validate the efficacy of developed improved PSO, validation experiment was conducted. Experimental results exhibit that the error between calculated optimized cylindrical error and experimental cylindrical error is less than 7.73%.
Literature review
In manufacturing industry, the optimization problem has attracted more and more attention. Most of the optimization problem has the feature of multi-objective, high nonlinearity as well as multidimensional discrete variables. To dispose of the abovementioned problem, intelligent optimization algorithms and their improved forms are introduced, for example, PSO, genetic algorithm, differential evolution, imperialist competitive algorithm (ICA), and Taguchi methodology.
Machining parameters optimization is crucial to improve machining accuracy and efficiency. Because of the complexity of manufacturing system, the machining parameters optimization belongs to typical optimization problem of multi-objective, high nonlinearity as well as multidimensional discrete variables. PSO has been widely applied in machining parameters optimization. Chen et al. 15 optimized turning process to achieve maximized machining efficiency. The machining efficiency was increased about 8% by implementing the optimization process of PSO. Thepsonthi and Ö zel identified optimal process parameters by employing multi-objective PSO. 16 Minimizing surface roughness as well as burr formation were optimization objective. The presented method's efficacy was validated on micro-end milling operation. Mohanty et al. 7 optimized die-sinking electrical discharge machining parameters via multi-objective PSO. Paretooptimal solutions were achieved via multi-objective particle swarm optimization (MOPSO). This investigation offered an effective way to increase machining accuracy. Li et al. 17 solved the optimization problem in face milling process by means of multiple objective PSO. Maximizing energy efficiency as well as minimizing production cost were optimization objectives. Via the presented method, the energy efficiency could be increased and the production cost could be reduced in face milling process.
Genetic algorithm (GA) was also applied in optimizing machining parameters by some researchers. Agarwal employed multi-objective GA to optimize grinding process. 6 The optimization objectives were maximization of material removal rate as well as minimization of surface roughness. Gopal and Rao employed GA to optimize grinding parameters in SiC grinding. 18 The optimization objective was the maximization of material removal rate. The surface integrity was a constraint.
In addition to the abovementioned optimization algorithms, other algorithms were also introduced to deal with the problem of optimizing machining parameters, for example, moth-flame optimization (MFO), firefly algorithm (FA), and differential evolution (DE). Yildiz and Yildiz optimized the milling parameters. 19 The maximization of profit rate was achieved by employing MFO. The results achieved via MFO algorithm were contrasted with other optimization algorithms and exhibited that MFO was more effective. Liu et al. 5 presented an improved FA. The improved FA was utilized to optimize the process output objectives of grinding time and geometric error. The optimized grinding parameters by the improved FA could realize the achievement of all process quality objectives simultaneously with the grinding efficiency increased by 32.4%. Yildiz presented an improved DE algorithm to optimize turning process. 20 The minimized produce cost was the optimization objective.
Apart from meta-heuristic algorithms, statistical method was also introduced to optimize machining parameters. Neşeli et al. 21 achieved the optimal parameter combination via Taguchi methodology. Minimizing surface roughness as well as grinding wheel vibration were objectives. Response surface methodology (RSM) was utilized to fit the objectives. The optimum parameter combination to minimize grinding wheel vibration as well as surface roughness were achieved, respectively. This method was proved efficiency by experiment.
The intelligent algorithms were also employed to dispose of other optimization problems in manufacturing domain. In order to determine the damage locations and extents in the engineering structures, Gökdag and Yildiz employed PSO to minimize modal indexes in the modalbased objective functions. 22 The results indicated that the damage locations and extents were capable to be identified accurately by optimizing the objective functions with PSO. He et al. introduced the application of intelligent optimization algorithm in the field of robot control. 23 ICA is derived from human social evolution. Hosseini and Al Khaled introduced the principle of ICA as well as its application in engineering domain in detail. 24 ICA was becoming an important tool for solving the optimization problems in manufacturing industry. Hosseini et al. 25 developed a hybrid ICA to reduce the production cost. Taguchi method was adopted to tune the developed hybrid algorithm's parameters. With hybrid ICA, the computational solution quality was promising. In order to decrease the carbon emission in manufacturing domain, He et al. 26 thoroughly studied the model of product environmental footprint and presented that the carbon emission could be decreased through the product design based on intelligent algorithms. He et al. 27 also studied the model of product carbon footprint across sustainable supply chain and proposed that the carbon emission could be optimized through introducing intelligent algorithms.
The abovementioned researches exhibit that the intelligent optimization algorithms have achieved positive results in solving the manufacturing optimization problems.
Although PSO as an outstanding algorithm is widely employed to dispose of manufacturing optimization problem, to improve the efficacy of PSO, its improved forms are also presented. Chauhan et al. 28 employed a modified PSO in optimizing turning parameters. The chaos algorithm was introduced to improve search efficiency. The optimization objective was the minimization of manufacturing cost. Zhang et al. 4 optimized the grinding wheel's dressing parameters and grinding parameters by adopting hybrid PSO in surface grinding. With the hybridization of dynamic neighborhood, optimizing efficiency was improved. The optimal parameter combination was achieved with the presented optimization method. Gao et al. 29 presented a process optimization algorithm by means of cellular PSO. The search efficiency was improved by introducing cellular automata. The minimized production time was the optimization objective. Compared to other algorithms (e.g. artificial bee colony, PSO), the presented algorithm performed better and achieved significant improvement. The hybrid PSO which hybridized receptor editing property was also developed to optimize the design variables and the machining parameters of vehicle components. 30 The abovementioned modified PSO algorithms focus on the improvement of the searching efficiency, while the searching ability and the solution's quality of PSO algorithm also needed to be further improved.
In this article, PSO was modified in terms of search ability and efficiency. Different from the abovementioned modifications, adaptive density grid algorithm and mutation operation were firstly embedded in PSO. Meanwhile, the response surface model which can practically express the correlation between grinding parameters and cylindrical error was built. The efficiency and cylindrical error were the objective functions. The optimal grinding parameter cluster was achieved via the developed improved PSO. The cluster provided an optimal parameter combination while efficiency and cylindrical error need to be considered simultaneously. The efficacy of the developed improved PSO was validated via comparison experiment.
Framework of improved PSO method
Basic PSO is derived from the organisms' social behavior. [31] [32] [33] The schematic of basic PSO is exhibited in Figure 1. The jth particle's moving process from current position P j (i) to new position P j (i þ 1) is affected by personal best (p j best (i)) as well as global best position (g best (i)). i represents current iteration number. The p j best (i) is the best position searched up to now by particle itself, while g best (i) is the best position found up to now by any particles in swarm. 34, 35 Each particle's fitness value is evaluated. Fitness function is applied in calculating particles' fitness value. The fitness function is determined by optimization problem. The mathematical description of the particles' moving process is given as follows 32, 36 
where i denotes current iteration number; j represents jth particle; P j (i) represents current position; V j (i) is current velocity; P j (i þ 1) represents new position; V j (i þ 1) is new velocity; o represents inertial weight and is a constant; d 1 and d 2 represent learning factors and are constants; rdm 1 and rdm 2 represent random numbers between 0 and 1 and are updated for every particle in each iteration. The pseudo code of basic PSO is exhibited below:
Start
Define the objective function f(P) Determine the total iteration T and population size n Determine the coefficients: ω, d 1 , d 2 for each particle j Initialize V j and position P j for jth particle Calculate jth particle's fitness value f(P j ) and set p j best = P j end for g best = min { f(p j best )} for i=1 to T for j=1 to n Update jth particle's velocity V j (i) and position P j (i)
On basis of basic PSO, improved PSO was developed and utilized to optimize the roll grinding parameters. The framework of modified PSO was exhibited by Figure 2 . Initialized solution cluster was generated within the grinding machine capability constraint. Then the solution particles' fitness values were computed. Adaptive density grid algorithm 37, 38 as well as mutation operation were embedded. PSO searches the optimal solution via stochastic movement of swarm, thus the searching process will trap in local optimum and miss some relatively good solutions. 38, 39 In addition, the search efficiency of the improved algorithm is also required to be improved. The mutation operation is generally applied to avoid trapping in local optimum in GA algorithm, based on that the mutation operation is embedded into the basic PSO. Meanwhile, the dynamic mutation rate can make a trade off in terms of global and local search, and this makes the improved PSO achieve the optimal cluster with less iteration. Adaptive density grid algorithm can lead the swarm search the less search domain, thus the quality of the optimal cluster can be increased. Therefore, with these modifications, the search ability as well as efficiency of basic PSO can be improved.
This article's difficulties consist of two parts, the enhanced modification of PSO and the establishment of response surface model. The developed algorithm embeds the mutation operation and adaptive density grid algorithm, so its search ability is improved. In addition, the modified PSO is required to be capable to dispose of multi-objective as well as multidimensional discrete variables. The built model is required to express the relation between grinding parameters and cylindrical error accurately. Consequently, the presented improved PSO possesses both roll grinding characteristics as well as superior search ability. 
Roll grinding process

Improved PSO development
Cylindrical error model. Equation (3) practically expresses the correlation between grinding parameters and cylindrical error. The grinding machine's practical operation data as well as RSM are applied in fitting equation (3). RSM is a statistical methodology. This methodology is applied to build the mathematical association between input variables and output. The model built with RSM directly associates input variables and output results. In manufacturing domain, RSM is extensively employed to build the empirical model between machining variables and qualities. 40, 41 RSM has the advantages of high accuracy, few experiments, and easy to implement. 42, 43 Equation (4) is applied to fit the response surface model of cylindrical error
where CE is cylindrical error; doc denotes grinding depth; vs denotes grinding wheel speed; fa denotes traverse speed 
where b 0 , b i , b ii , and b ij are to be estimated; n denotes the number of variables; x i , x j represent grinding parameters; denotes random error.
Development of improved PSO. The optimization objectives comprise the minimized steel roll's cylindrical error (CE) as well as maximized material removal rate (MRR). Usually the compromise solution cluster is achieved in multiobjective optimization process. 44 The solution particles in the compromise solution cluster are optimal trade-off solutions between steel roll's cylindrical error and MRR. Figure 4 shows the generation procedure of the compromise solution particles. During every step, the domination relationship determination is implemented in the current solution cluster, then non-dominated solution particles are picked out. Compromise solutions consist of the nondominated solution particles. For solution particle x and y, x ¼ [doc x , vs x , fa x ] T , y ¼ [doc y , vs y , fa y ] T . In the 
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following conditions x dominates y:
. A repository was introduced to restore the compromise solution particles. Current optimal solution cluster was achieved by judging the domination relation of all compromise solution particles that searched up to now and changed with different iterations. After T steps iteration, the final optimal solution cluster could be achieved.
The improved PSO embedded mutation operation as well as adaptive density grid algorithm. Figure 5 exhibits the position updating process of the modified PSO. In Figure 5 , the current motion, leading solution particle, and personal best position simultaneously determine the updating process of solution particle j. All solution particles have to fall within the boundary of grinding machine capability.
During the search process of the solution particles, some domains are not fully explored, so some compromise solutions are missed. Therefore, the solution particles need to be leaded to search the domains that are not fully explored. The adaptive density grid algorithm is embedded to select the leading solution particle. The selected leading solution particle leads the swarm of solution particles to explore the domains that are not fully explored, so the richness of optimal solution cluster can be improved. Figure 6 exhibits the compromise solution particles' distribution in created cells. All the compromise solution particles shown in Figure 6 belong to current optimal solution cluster. The boundaries' location is denoted via p 1 , p 2 , s 1 , and s 2 . Equations (5) to (8) are utilized to compute p 1 , p 2 , s 1 , and s 2 . Via this method, all compromise solution particle fall within the created cells. In Figure 6 , L 1 and L 2 are the cell size. Equations (9) and (10) are utilized to compute L 1 and L 2 , respectively
where CE represents the compromise solution particles' cylindrical error fitness values; MRR represents the compromise solution particles' material removal rate fitness values; b represents a constant, and its value is 0.1; H represents the cells' number (for instance, in Figure 6 , H is 7). The number of the particles that fall within the same cell is considered as the particles' density value in Figure 6 . The solution particle that has lower density value except zero Grinding machine capability boundary Solution particle j j Figure 5 . Position updating process of solution particle j. Figure 7 . Flowchart of improved PSO. PSO: particle swarm optimization.
tends to be stochastically selected more as the leading solution particle, for example, particles A, B, and C. Density computation is conducted in each iteration. The process of selecting leader is exhibited below:
To avoid trapping in exploitation, mutation algorithm is embedded into the developed modified PSO. As exhibited in Figure 5 , mutation operation is carried out after the position updating procedure. The mutation rate of each iteration is calculated by equation (11)
where MR denotes the mutation rate of current iteration; i denotes the current iteration number; T is the designated iteration numbers. As described in equation (11), the mutation rate decreases with the increase of iteration, so the mutation possibility of position decreases with the increase of iteration. A large value of mutation rate is contributed to the global search, while a small value of it is contributed to the local search. Therefore, with the integration of the mutation operation, the developed improved PSO algorithm is capable to make a trade off between global search and local search. The process of mutation operation is shown below: Input: Current iteration number i; Total iteration number T; The positon of particle j in
Step 1: Calculate MR with Eq. (11).
Step 2: Generate rd in the range of (0, 1) randomly.
Step 3: If rd < MR, implement mutation operation and continue Step 4; If rd > MR, mutation operation is not implemented.
Step 4: Select a variable randomly in [doc j i , vs j i , fa j i ] as the mutation variable.
Step 5: Generate a new value randomly in the range of the selected mutation variable to replace the original selected mutation variable, so the new position of particle j in ith iteration P new j (i) is generated.
Step 6: If P new j (i) dominates P j (i), replace P j (i) with P new j (i); If P new j (i) does not dominate P j (i), keep P j (i) unchanged. Output: P j (i). Figure 7 exhibits the flowchart of improved PSO. For practical roll grinding process, the grinding parameters are integers, so initialized and newly generated solution particles are all integers. In addition, initialized and newly generated particles have to fall within the boundaries of grinding machine capability.
The improved PSO is programed in Matlab2018a. The pseudo code of improved PSO is exhibited below:
Start
Define the objective function fCE(P), fMRR(P) Determine the total iteration T, population size n and repository size R Determine the coefficients: ω, d1, d2, H, β for each particle j Initialize V j and position P j for jth particle Calculate jth particle's fitness value fCE(P j ), fMRR(P j ) Set p j best = P j end for Domination relationship determination and initialize current optimal solution cluster for i=1 to T for j=1 to n while P j (i) within the constraints Select leader via adaptive density grid algorithm Update jth particle's velocity V j (i) and position P j (i) Implement mutation operation end while Calculate jth particle's fitness value fCE(P j (i)) and fMRR(P j (i)) if f(P j (i))<f(p j best) p j best= P j (i); end for Domination relationship determination and initialize current optimal solution cluster end for output optimal solution cluster End
Application of improved PSO and experiment validation
Experiment setup
Experiment was carried out on MGK8420 CNC roll grinding machine to apply improved PSO and verify its efficacy. The roll grinding machine is exhibited in Figure 8 . The steel roll is fixed on the grinding machine by two top clamps and driven rotating by headstock. The experimental conditions are shown in Table 1 . To keep the experimental conditions consistent, the grinding wheel is dressed and the grinding fluid is changed before grinding. In addition, the experiment is implemented in a constant temperature workshop of which temperature is kept between 20 C to 22 C to eliminate the effect of environment temperature.
The cylindrical error measuring instrument is Talyrond 565H, which is produced by Taylor Hobson. This instrument has very high precision with gauge resolution 0.3 nm. The cylindrical error measuring instrument is shown in Figure 9 . The cylindrical error was calculated by measuring software Taylor Hobson-ultra. To calculate the cylindrical error after grinding, 35 cycles were segmented evenly along the longitudinal direction of steel roll and each cycle contains 36 hundreds measuring points. In practical measurements, the existence of non-Gaussian noises (outliers) and Gaussian noises would decrease the accuracy of measured cylindrical error. To cope with Gaussian noise, the Gauss filter was set up in Taylor Hobson-ultra. For the elimination of outliers, the radius of the steel roll was measured before grinding. If the observed values of measuring points after grinding were larger than the radius before grinding, they would be regarded as the outliers and removed.
To achieve the response surface model of cylindrical error, the full factors experiment was conducted. Table 2 exhibits the roll grinding parameters. The systematic error was reduced by conducting the grinding parameter combination. 45 Table 3 exhibits the experiment and its results.
Analytical model of cylindrical error
There are great differences among parameters doc, vs, and fa, and the great differences will reduce the calculation accuracy. Therefore, the parameters were standardized to the range of [À1, 1] via encoding method before fitting model. Encoding method is exhibited in equation (12) 46
where x E denotes the encoding parameters; x denotes the grinding parameters doc, vs, and fa; x H denotes the high levels of grinding parameters; x L denotes the low levels of grinding parameters. The encoded grinding parameters are exhibited below
The analytical model of cylindrical error was fitted via stepwise method in Minitab17 and given by equation (14) . Equation (14) has the R-squared value of 94.19% and the adjusted R-squared value of 93.52%. vs has no significance, so it is not included in the model. Based on its range, vs is set to 19 m/s 
The response surface of cylindrical error according to change of fa and doc is shown in Figure 10 .
Parameters optimization via improved PSO
The optimization objectives are presented as follows
The constraints are presented as follows
Traverse speed: 480mm=min f a 1000mm=min ð20Þ Table 4 exhibits the developed algorithm's parameters. Via 150 steps iteration, the optimal solution cluster which contains 50 optimal trade-off solution particles is exhibited by yellow particles in Figure 11 . The yellow particles in Figure 11 denote the optimal solution particles. The optimal solution particles are optimal trade-off solutions between steel roll's cylindrical error and MRR, thus according to the requirement of final cylindrical error specification the engineers or computer are capable to determine the corresponding most efficient roll grinding parameters. In Figure 11 , solution particle A, C, and B denote the solution particle of minimum cylindrical error, maximum grinding efficiency, and the balance between grinding efficiency and cylindrical error, respectively. In practical roll grinding operation, rough grinding is expected to have high MRR while finish grinding is expected to decrease the cylindrical error, so particle A, C, and B can be selected as the grinding parameters of finish grinding, rough grinding, and semi-finish grinding, respectively.
In order to illustrate the advantages of the proposed improved PSO, the optimal solution cluster achieved through improved PSO was compared with which achieved through MOPSO. MOPSO was achieved by removing mutation operation and adaptive density grid algorithm of improved PSO. The total iteration, population size, and repository size of MOPSO were 150, 100, and 50, respectively. The optimal solution cluster achieved via MOPSO is exhibited by blue particles in Figure 11 . The optimal solution cluster achieved via MOPSO is discontinuous and miss some optimal solution particles in domains D, E, F, and G. Especially, in domain D, the solution particles which possess the larger MRR are missed. The solution particles which possess larger MRR are generally selected as the grinding parameters in rough grinding stage. The optimal solution cluster achieved via improved PSO is more continuous and possesses more abundant solution particles. As exhibited in Figure 6 , the embedding of adaptive density grid algorithm makes the modified algorithm explore the domains that are not fully explored, that is, domains D, E, F, and G, thus the richness of the modified algorithm is improved. Meanwhile, the embedding of dynamic mutation operation increases the possibilities of exploring new position, this also increases the richness of the optimal solution cluster. Via the same iterations (150 iterations), the improved PSO achieves a better optimal solution cluster, so the search efficiency is also improved. Obviously, the embedding of mutation operation and adaptive density grid algorithm improves the quality of the optimal solution cluster as well as the search efficiency.
Experiment validation
Experiment validation for analytical model of cylindrical error.
Validation experiment was carried out to validate the model's accuracy. Solution particle A, C, and B in Figure 11 were selected to conduct validation experiment. The calculated optimized results were compared with experiment results. Table 5 exhibits the grinding parameters of the selected solution particles. Figure 12 shows the result of the verification experiment. The error of solution particle A, B, and C are 6.15%, 7.73%, and 4.33%, respectively.
Experiment validation for the efficacy of developed improved PSO. The developed improved PSO algorithm's efficacy was validated by comparing with empirical optimal parameters which planned by the experienced engineers. Solutions C, B, and A in Figure 11 were selected as the parameters of rough, semi-finish, and finish stage, respectively. The optimized parameters and empirical optimal parameters were exhibited in Table 6 . Figure 13 exhibits the comparison result. To better exhibit the evolution of the grinding process and the comparison of the two different method, the 1/MRR is set to horizontal axis. In rough stage, although the MRR of the two methods are very close (4.995 mm 2 /min and 5 mm 2 /min, respectively), the cylindrical error of optimized parameters outperforms the empirical optimal parameters. In finish stage, the optimized parameters outperform the empirical optimal parameters in terms of cylindrical error and MRR. Especially, the MRR in finish stage increased by 42.29% compared with the empirical optimal parameters. In semi-finish stage, the empirical optimal parameters reduce the cylindrical error excessively, while disregard the decrease of the MRR. The MRR is decreased by 70.83%, while the cylindrical error is reduced just by 14.88% from semi-finish to finish via the empirical optimal parameters. For the optimized parameters, the MRR is decreased by 66.49% and the cylindrical error is reduced by 37.75% from semi-finish to finish. The optimized parameters achieve a better balance between cylindrical error and MRR compared with empirical optimal parameters. Therefore, the developed improved PSO performs better than the method based on the engineers' experience. Figure 11 . Optimal solution cluster of improved PSO and MOPSO. PSO: particle swarm optimization; MOPSO: multiobjective particle swarm optimization. 
Conclusion
This research presented a modified algorithm to optimize the roll grinding parameters. The improved PSO was developed as optimizer. The response surface model of cylindrical error was built as an objective function. The adaptive density grid algorithm and mutation operation were embedded into the improved PSO. The enhanced modification by means of the two algorithms made the modified algorithm possess superior characteristics in terms of search ability and efficiency. The established cylindrical error model could practically express the relationship between grinding parameters and cylindrical error. Via 150 steps iteration, the optimal compromise solutions between steel roll's cylindrical error and MRR were achieved. To validate the efficacy of the developed improved PSO, the optimal solution cluster achieved via improved PSO was compared with which achieved via MOPSO. As exhibited in Figure 6 , the improved PSO explored the domains that were not fully explored, and some better solutions missed by MOPSO were searched by the developed improved PSO. To validate the model's accuracy, experiment was carried out on practical roll grinding operation. The error between calculated cylindrical error and experimental cylindrical error is less than 7.73%, as exhibited in Figure 12 . To further validate the efficacy of the solutions which achieved by the developed improved PSO, a comparison with empirical optimal parameters was implemented on practical roll grinding operation. The results exhibited in Figure 13 indicated that the developed improved PSO performs better than the method based on the engineers' experience.
In our future research, we will develop new improved intelligent optimization algorithms based on other metaheuristic algorithms to optimize precision grinding parameters, and make comparison with the improved PSO algorithm. 
